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A sociopath consistently disregards others' feelings and has a general

don't care attitude about the violations of people's rights. Sociopaths

may not even realize that they are a sociopath. A sociopath is

generally described as unorganized, versus a psychopath which is

organized and meticulous. Sociopaths are generally thought of as

aggressive, prone to outbursts, and made by their environment, not

born this way. 

Traits of a sociopath include lying, irresponsibility, manipulation, and

lack of emotion. (Peterson, T. (2015, August 11). Sociopath Traits:

Characteristics of a Sociopath, HealthyPlace. Retrieved on 2020,

August 3 from https://www.healthyplace.com/personality-

disorders/sociopath/sociopath-traits-characteristics-of-a-sociopath)

Famous Sociopaths

Some of the more famous sociopaths include: John Wayne Gacy,

Jeffrey MacDonald, Dianne Downs, and Richard Kuklinski. 

See next page for more information.
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John Wayne Gacy is also known as the Killer Clown. He was
convicted of 1 count of sodomy, 33 counts of murder, 1 count of
sexual assault, 1 count of indecent liberties with a child. Gacy was
well known in the community and considered an upstanding
citizen. Typical of a sociopath. He was executed on May 9, 1994.

Jeffrey MacDonald is a former green beret surgeon who was
convicted in 1979 of murdering his pregnant wife and two
daughters in 1970. Several trials, a Court Martial, and many
appeals have all concluded his guilt. He received Life
imprisonment. He was also considered an updstanding citizen.

Diane Downs was convicted of murder of her daughter and the
attempted murder of her other two children in May 1983. She
was convicted in 1984 and sentenced to life in prison plusfifty
years. Her motive was that her married boyfriend did not want
children. Her surviving daughter testified against her.

Deidre Hunt began having an extra-marital affair in 1989. She
and the married boyfriend decided to kill a man that was asking
for more money from the boyfriend. Then, they hired someone
to kill the boyfriend's wife. Deidre was sentenced to death at 21
yers old. In 1998, her sentence was committed to life in prison.
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